Xterra trailer hitches
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hitch for my vehicle. Why is this review inappropriate? International Priority Shipping. Install a
trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
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Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted.
Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its
lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be
found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the
top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount
is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've
got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to
me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Install a
trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this

alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. We guarantee replacement including labor costs of the hitch
for any reason, with no limitation for any damage, including collision, corrosion, accidental
overload, jackknifing and theft of vehicle. Protect your purchase. We guarantee repair or
replacement including parts and labor of the covered wiring. Including: collision, corrosion,
accidental handling or damage â€” even if your dog chews it off! The part you've selected
requires no professional installation. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving
expert. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service.
Your opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your
recent experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to
complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your
home, you may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store
pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch
on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make
Choose Model Choose Features Choose Gas Rear Wheel Drive 6 cyl. Gas Rear Wheel Drive.
Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding
your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component.
Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the
hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around
the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've got you covered
Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation
Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Ball mount. Hitch ball. Pin and clip. Wiring service plan
Protect your purchase. Ship to my door. Pick up nearby. Add to Cart. Account Sign In. Rate
Experience. Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing
capabilities. Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your
hitch system rating, compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below.
Your hitch system rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow
weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball
rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is
usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing
a part? Want to upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or
schedule a hitch system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you.
Please consider the condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered
has triggered this alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you
should consider the condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some
older vehicles, depending upon their condition. We guarantee replacement including labor
costs of the hitch for any reason, with no limitation for any damage, including collision,
corrosion, accidental overload, jackknifing and theft of vehicle. Protect your purchase. We
guarantee repair or replacement including parts and labor of the covered wiring. Including:
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you've selected requires no professional installation. Have questions or need help? Chat live
with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve
our service. Your opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review
of your recent experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to
complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your
home, you may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store
pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Ins
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tall a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year
Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard
Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow
weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find
your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating
The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that
goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install
at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Ball mount.

Hitch ball. Pin and clip. Wiring service plan Protect your purchase. Ship to my door. Pick up
nearby. Add to Cart. Account Sign In. Rate Experience.

